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Why?
Engineering students focused on research have well-developed structured curricular
and co-educational opportunities at our university
•
•

Engage in faculty-mentored, long-term research (often through a competitive funding program)
Pursue student-defined and directed research

What about students who don’t pursue research?
Through this innovation, engineering students focused on industry careers will have
 A comprehensive Applied Engineering Experience to better prepare students for industry
positions and start-ups
 Hands-on, project-based work in which students can apply deep engineering knowledge to
sophisticated and complex projects over a period of time
 An environment in which students work together in multidisciplinary engineering teams, similar
to industry
 An Engineering Studio in which students can receive ongoing mentorship for projects and expert
guidance in areas that complement capstone design and other project-based courses

OUTCOME: Students who are better prepared to succeed in industry positions or their
own startup companies

When?
 We have successfully


created undergraduate
research programs for
multiple pathways into
faculty-mentored
research and studentdefined research
 Next steps: Define &
implement a similar
structure for industrybound and
entrepreneurial students
that spans all four years

Where?
• The Armour College of Engineering Distinctive Education Program
provides high-impact college-wide opportunities to encourage our
students and enhance their educational experience
• The Distinctive Education Program is developed and implemented
by Armour’s Distinctive Education Council, comprised of the Dean
of Engineering and appointed engineering faculty members
• Programs developed by the Distinctive Education Council, including
this innovation, are both curricular and co-educational, and apply
across all engineering disciplines
• Keys to success in place for this program:
• Strongly supported by our Dean of Engineering
• Newly renovated space specifically allocated for the purpose of cocurricular project activities

What?
AY 2015/16
• Primarily planning phases
• Developing lunch & learn seminar series on innovation and entrepreneurship
to complement senior design courses
• Specialized engineering electives on technology innovation and
entrepreneurship for Spring 2016

Summer 2016
• Define Engineering Studio scope & implementation plan
• Develop lunch & learn seminar schedule for AY 2016/2017 to include a
strong industrial partner participation, using the current Distinctive Education
program structure

AY 2016/17
• Launch Engineering Studio and lunch & learn seminar series
• Recruit faculty, projects, students and industry collaborations
• Leverage collaborations with other IIT colleges: Design for an innovative life
and career, IP Law , global Business for a new/innovative world economy

Prognosis?
• Programs will be assessed indirectly via student surveys and based upon
employment trends
• The program will be available college-wide as each step is implemented
• The challenge now is time! Many challenges are to come, including how to
maintain student engagement during the semester and across semesters
• How do you implement and
support co-educational programs?
• How do you generate and maintain
student engagement in coeducational programs given all the
demands on students?

